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is possible without removing column.  Rubber seal accommodates columns from 
1-3/4” to 2”, may be trimmed for larger columns.  Trim ring measures 4-13/16” 
outside diameter and is machine satin finish.
Steering Column Trim ......................................................STW B03............ $41.95

Swivel “Ball” Column Floor Mount
The unique feature of the swivel ball column floor mount is that is looks 
attractive on both the interior and engine compartment side of the firewall.  

Column mount measures 4” O.D. and the assembly is not “split” so the column will have 
to be inserted through the mount for installation.  Allows 27° angle through floorboard.  
Available for the 1-3/4” columns by special order.  Polished finish.
   2” Column..................................................................................IDI I4155P ......... $114.95
2-1/4” Column ..............................................................................IDI I4255P ......... $114.95

Split Aluminum Column Floor Mounts

Column Floor Mount
Steel adjustable floor mount simply clamps around column and secures to the toe 
boards.  Column clamp will pivot on floor mounting ears for easy installation.

1-3/4” Diameter Columns ..............................................................IDI I4030 ............ $27.95
   2” Diameter Columns ..................................................................IDI I4130 ............ $27.95
2-1/4” Diameter Columns ..............................................................IDI I4230 ............ $27.95

Column Floor Mount & Trim Boot

Oval Brake / Clutch Trim
Trim is split-n-pinned so installation is easy without removal of pedal 

assembly.  Measures 2-1/4” outside diameter with 5/8” X 1-1/8” slot and is in machine 
satin finish.  Stainless countersunk screws included.
Brake / Clutch Pedal Trim ......................................................... STW B02S .......... $20.95

Steering Column Trim
Machined aluminum trim circle is split-n-pinned so installation 

Steel floor mount is adjustable and comes with polished aluminum trim ring 
with flush mounting hardware.  Vinyl boot fits around column with Velcro 
strip and fits all size columns.  1-3/4” Diamater column mount is available.
Floor Mount .......... 2” Diameter Column ............IDI I4180 ............ $46.95
Floor Mount .......2-1/4” Diameter Column .........IDI I4280 ............ $46.95
 Vinyl Boot ........................ Black .....................IDI IBOOTBL ........ $20.95

“Ball & socket” for easy alignment of column through firewall and seals 
out engine compartment.  Flat edges to allow for extra clearance for either 

brake pedal or bend line at angled toe-board to vertical firewall.  
Allows up to 15° column angle through floor.  Recessed mounting 
hardware included.  4-3/8” diameter across the rounded X 3-1/2” 
across the flats.  Polished.
   2” Diameter Column ......................... PRR 4822 ........... $59.95
2-1/4” Diameter Column ...................... PRR 4827 ........... $59.95
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‘55-’57 Chevy Column Floor Mount

Econo ‘55-’57 Chevy Floor Mount

Steel bracket uses stock holes in toe board.  Column lays against steel 
strap and clamp holds the two together.
Econo Chevy Floor Mount ..................................................... IDI I4140 ............$14.95

Bolt-in column floor mount attaches with two existing bolt holes in firewall.  Manufactured 
from premium billet aluminum with swivel column attachment for easy alignment of 
column through floor.  Fits 2” diameter column tube.  Stainless button head hardware 
included.  Adjustable column ring is polished, mounting plate is standard mill aluminum 
finish.
‘55-’57 Chevy Steering Column Floor Mount ....................... BOR 909012 ......... $83.95

Swivel Aluminum Column Drops
Measured From Top To Center of Column Hole - Available in 1” Steps From 2” to 7”

Machined from billet aluminum these column drops have a smooth face and rounded edges. They feature a swivel 
top making them easy to mount to your dash.  Column drops for GM column 
feature cutouts for ignition switch and headlight switch rods (if column is 
equipped) and cutout for turn signal wires.  All drops listed are in polished finish, paintable 
column drops available as a special order. ..................................Any size, any length $62.95
Column Dia. 2” Drop 3” Drop 4” Drop 5” Drop 6” Drop
1-3/4” .....................911172 ............. 911173 .............911174 ............. 911175 ............ 911176
   2” .........................911202 .............911203 .............911204 .............911205 ............ 911206
2-1/4” .....................911222 .............911223 .............911224 .............911225 ............ 911226
2-3/8” (GM) ............. N/A ...............911233 .............911234 ................N/A ..................N/A

Open Design Swivel Aluminum Column Drops
Measured From Top To Center Of Hole - Available in 1” Steps From 3” to 7” 

Finely detailed drops feature the center cut out from the center and machined 
to appear as two round stock bars holding the column from the dash.  Drops 
feature swivel top to allow for easy, instant alignment of column angle to dash mounting.    All 
drops listed are in polished finish, paintable finish drops available. Any size, any length $91.95
Column Dia.   4” Drop 5” Drop 6” Drop
1-3/4” ...........................................................................913174.............913175 .............913176
   2” ...............................................................................913204.............913205 .............913206
2-1/4” ...........................................................................913224.............913225 .............913226

Swivel Aluminum Column Drops
Measured From Top To Center Of Hole - Available in 1” Steps From 2-1/2” to 5-1/2”

Billet Specialties column drops feature swivel mounting top to make mounting 
easier.  Drops features solid/filled design with square edges.  All are perfectly polished.

Any size, any length $69.95
Column Dia.  2-1/2” Drop 4-1/2” Drop 5-1/2” Drop
2” ................................................................... 27025 .................... 27225 .....................27425
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Universal Tilt Steering Columns
Steel 2” Tube, 1”-DD Output / Aluminum Columns Avialable

Universal columns have 5 position tilt, self canceling turn signals, 4 way 
flashers, horn wiring and column dress up kit for turn signal lever, tilt lever 
and emergency flasher button.  Columns use GM internals with the industry 
standard GM 3-7/8” long turn signal plug installed on the turn signal wires 
coming from the column.  Fits wheel adapters for ‘69-’94 GM applications.

 Plain Steel Chrome Steel Black Powder Coated
28” ......................................... 1120280010 ....... $369.95 ...1120280020 ....... $484.95 ...1120280051 ........$484.95
30” ......................................... 1120300010 ....... $369.95 ...1120300020 ....... $484.95 ...1120300051 ........$484.95
32” ......................................... 1120320010 ....... $369.95 ...1120320020 ....... $484.95 ...1120320051 ........$484.95
35” ......................................... 1120350010 ....... $369.95 ...1120350020 ....... $484.95 ...1120350051 ........$484.95

Ididit Column Measurments
ALL Ididit universal columns measure from the very end of the output spline 
to the end of the large diameter portion where the steering wheel adapter meets.  
Do not include the short spline extension that the adapter fits on to.Ididit Measurement Points

Universal Tilt & Shift Steering Columns
Steel 2-1/4” Tube, 1”-DD Output / Aluminum Available
Shift arm at the base of the column is adjustable and removable so 
that installation is easy without odd shaped holes through firewall.  
This adjustable position arm makes getting shift linkage adjusted 
easier and fits Kugel or Lokar column shift linkage kits.  Columns 
also feature 5 position tilt, self canceling turn signals, 4 way flashers, 
horn wiring and includes aluminum/stainless column dress up kit for 

turn signal, tilt lever and emergency flasher button.  Uses GM internals with the industry standard GM 3-7/8” 
long turn signal plug and use steering wheel adapters for ‘69-’94 GM applications.
 Plain Steel Chrome Steel Black Powder Coated
28” ......................................... 1130280010 ....... $564.95 ...1130280020 ....... $739.95 ...1130280051 ........$739.95
30” ......................................... 1130300010 ....... $564.95 ...1130300020 ....... $739.95 ...1130300051 ........$739.95
33” ......................................... 1130330010 ....... $564.95 ...1130330020 ....... $739.95 ...1130330051 ........$739.95
35” ......................................... 1130350010 ....... $564.95 ...1130350020 ....... $739.95 ...1130350051 ........$739.95

Classic Steering Columns
1-3/4” Tube diameter – 3/4”-36 Spline

The Classic style steering column has that great 40’s look.  This straight 
column is sleek and cool with its stylish head and smaller tube diameter.  
It is available in plain paintable steel, chrome or black powder coated and 
features turn signals, four way flashers and horn.  Any steering wheel adapter 
for ’69-’94 GM columns will fit.

 Plain Steel Chrome Steel Black Powder Coated
28” ......................................... 1011280010 ....... $319.95 ...1011280020 ....... $434.95 ...1011280051 ........$434.95
30” ......................................... 1011300010 ....... $319.95 ...1011300020 ....... $434.95 ...1011300051 ........$434.95
32” ......................................... 1011320010 ....... $319.95 ...1011320020 ....... $434.95 ...1011320051 ........$434.95
35” ......................................... 1011350010 ....... $319.95 ...1011350020 ....... $434.95 ...1011350051 ........$434.95
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Old School Columns & Accessories
1-1/2” Tube diameter – 3/4”-DD Output

New from Ididit is this super simple column that you cut to length.  
Column comes 36” long but you take the bottom bearing out of the 
column tube and cut to length and put it back together.  Column 
center shaft is 7DD and features the standard 3-bolt steering wheel 
bolt pattern on the top.  No turn signals or horn as supplied but a horn adapter kit is available if you want one.  
Because of this columns unique outer tube diameter the drops and floor mount are offered here.
Old School Column...........................................Plain Steel ....................................... IDI 1012360010 ..... $114.95
Old School Column..................................... Polished Stainless ................................. IDI 1012360025 ..... $224.95
Column Drops ................ (Available in 2-1/2”, 3-1/2”, 5-1/2” & 6-1/2” Lengths) ...................................... $41.95
Floor Mount Plate ..............................(Simple O-Ring Sandwiched) ........................ IDI 2401110010 ....... $23.95

Retrofit Series Steering Columns
Columns for Specific Make & Model Cars and Trucks

Many More Applications Available  - Check Our Web Site
Columns listed in this section have unique features which make 
them specific to replace the original steering column for these 
applications.  Most applications are as close to bolt in installations 
as possible and assume that the firewall and dash have not been 
modified from their original state.  These columns are based off 
of ‘67-‘94 GM internals so an aftermarket wheel with adapter will 
be required but the gripping surface of the new wheel will be close to the gripping surface of the original column 
& wheel assembly in most installations.  Additional accessories such as harness adapters, universals and shafting 
will be required depending on your application. Black
Tilt Columns (No Shift)  Plain Steel Chrome Steel Powder Coated
  ‘57 Chevy ............................................................................... $379.95 ....................... $499.95 .......................$499.95
  ‘67-’68 Camaro/Firebird ........................................................ $399.95 ....................... $524.95 .......................$524.95
  ‘67-’68 Chevelle, El Camino, GTO ....................................... $399.95 ....................... $524.95 .......................$524.95
  ‘63-’64 Impala ....................................................................... $488.95 ....................... $599.95 .......................$599.95
  ‘62-’66 Chevy II .................................................................... $399.95 ....................... $524.95 .......................$524.95
  ‘69-’73 Nova (W/Ignition) ..................................................... $734.95 ....................... $854.95 .......................$854.95
  ‘65-’66 Mustang¹ ................................................................... $499.95 ....................... $629.95 .......................$629.95
  ‘68’-69 Mustang¹ ................................................................... $569.95 ....................... $689.95 .......................$689.95
  ‘55-’59 Chevy Truck .............................................................. $509.95 ....................... $629.95 .......................$629.95
  ‘60-’66 Chevy Truck .............................................................. $449.95 ....................... $569.95 .......................$569.95
  ‘53-’56 Ford Truck ................................................................. $399.95 ....................... $524.95 .......................$524.95
  ‘65-’66 Ford Truck² ............................................................... $429.95 ....................... $544.95 .......................$544.95
  ‘67-’72 Ford Truck² (Power) .................................................. $429.95 ....................... $544.95 .......................$544.95
  ¹ Special column features Ford top spline and Ford turn signal switch
  ² Available with GM internals and wiring or Ford internals and wiring for stock harness trucks Black
Tilt Shift Columns  Plain Steel Chrome Steel Powder Coated
  ‘55-’56 Chevy ................................................................$654.95 .....................$829.95 .....................$829.95
  ‘69-’72 Chvl, Camino, GTO (W/Ign.) .............................$989.95 .................... $1169.95 ...................$1169.95
  ‘59-’60 Impala & El Camino .........................................$654.95 .....................$829.95 .....................$829.95
  ‘69-’73 Nova (W/Ignition) .............................................$989.95 .................... $1169.95 ...................$1169.95
  ‘47-’54 Chevy Truck ......................................................$684.95 .....................$864.95 .....................$864.95
  ‘67-’72 Chevy Truck ......................................................$654.95 .....................$829.95 .....................$829.95
  ‘76-’77 Ford Bronco ......................................................$709.95 .....................$889.95 .....................$889.95
  ‘53-’56 Ford Truck .........................................................$599.95 .....................$779.95 .....................$779.95
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Column Mount Shift Indicator
Clear acrylic indicator has gear symbols printed on the back side and aligns with 
pointer that attaches to the shift collar.  Both attach with clear double sided tape.

3 Speed Transmission ............................... IDI I6000 ........... $24.95
4 Speed (Overdrive) Trans ........................ IDI I6005 ........... $24.95

Aluminum Top Column Shift Indicator
Indicator features polished aluminum frame with countersunk screws.  
Recessed clear acrylic window has letter indicators printed on backside.  

Stick-on pointer with highlighted line affixes to shift collar and lines up behind symbols.
3-Speed Transmission ............................................................PRR 2625P .......... $49.95
4 Speed (Overdrive) Transmission .........................................PRR 2626P .......... $49.95

Original Steering Column Lower Bearing Support
Many older vehicles originally came with a one piece 
steering box shaft which ran through the column to the 

steering wheel.  When replacing the steering box that shaft must be cut.  
This kit allows you to retain the use of your factory column and inner shaft.  
Aluminum bushing fits inside the column tube and bearings sandwich the 
bushing and are held in place with lock collars allowing smooth rotation.

1-1/2” Diameter Column .....................................................................CPP CP150BCS ...... $69.95
1-3/4” Diameter Column .....................................................................CPP CP175BCS ...... $69.95
2” Diameter Column ............................................................................CPP CP200BCS ...... $69.95

Early GM Column Dress-Up Kits
Fits GM columns (including Ididit) with single screw holding 
turn signal lever to switch.  Stainless steel shafts with aluminum 

knobs either polished or polished then black anodized..  Individual components 
are available separately, call for more information.
Polished Knobs ..............................................................BLT 26120 .......... $33.95
Black Anodized Knobs ..............................................BLT BLK26120 ...... $34.95

Late Model GM Column Dress-Up Kit
Fits GM Column With Push-In Style Turn Signal Lever
Polished stainless shafts with polished billet aluminum knobs.  

Kit includes push-in style turn signal, tilt lever and emergency flasher button.
Late GM Column Dress-Up Kit, Polished ............IDI I5001P ........... $56.95

So-Cal Column Dress-Up Kits
Fits Early GM Column
Column dress-up kit has polished stainless shafts for the turn signal and tilt lever 
with the So-Cal Mercury styled polished aluminum knobs.  
As Pictured With Column Shift Knob ...................... SOC 62005 .......... $49.95
Kit Without Column Shifter Knob ............................ SOC 62041 .......... $41.95

GM Column Dress-Up Kit With Shifter Knob
Yet another GM column dress-up kit featuring polished stainless 
shafts on the turn and tilt handles with polished aluminum knobs 
including emergency flasher button and shift arm knob.
Dress-Up Kit W/Shift Knob ..............VIN SR-3510-S ...... $42.95
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Mark 40 Steering Wheel
Unique Adapters and Horn Buttons For This Wheel

Lecarra Mark 40 wheel styled after the ‘40 Ford wheel featuring 15” 
diameter and hidden mounting screws under a special horn button 
designed specifically for this wheel.  Wheel spokes have ribbed sections bordered by 
stainless trim.  Wheel available in glossy black or primed and ready for your spray gun.
    Primed ............................................................................... LEC 74000 ........ $199.95
Glossy Black ......................................................................... LEC 73000 ........ $299.95
Adapters (All adapters listed are painted black.  Unpainted adapters available)
  GM ‘69-’94 Column ......................................................... LEC B-46100 ........ $49.95
  Flaming River Column ..................................................... LEC B-46123 ........ $49.95
Horn Buttons - Some may be available unpainted.  Call for more information
  “FORD DE LUXE” .............Brown W/Gold Lettering (plastic) ..............LEC 3141 ........... $49.95
  “FORD” (Script) .................. Black W/Red Lettering (plastic)................LEC 3142 ........... $49.95
  Plain W/Accent Rings ...................Painted Glossy Black ........................LEC 3240 ........... $49.95
  “V-8” Logo W/Accent Rings ........Painted Glossy Black ........................LEC 3243 ........... $49.95

GM Ready ‘40 Ford Deluxe Steering Wheel
Fits GM & Aftermarket Columns WITHOUT Adapter

Newstalgic Banjo
‘69-’94 GM & Equivalent Columns Only

15” Wheel features an integrated wheel adapter made as the one piece center 
hub/adapter assembly.  Fully polished billet aluminum hub, stainless spokes 
and aluminum spoke dividers.  Horn button not included with wheel but it will accommodate 
most any manufactures standard size buttons built for the Lecarra line adapters.
All leather colors available - Brown, Burgundy, Blue, Dark Grey, Red, Bright Red, Tan, 

Caramel, Light Grey, White, Mauve (Dusty Rose) and Teak (Medium Grey).
Black Leather ................................................................................LEC 55301 .........$369.95
  V-8 Logo Horn Button .................................................................LEC 3465 ............$65.95

A 15” version of the original ’40 Ford Deluxe wheel, this is made to fit directly to 
GM ‘69-’94 columns as well as most aftermarket columns by Ididit, Flaming River, 
Limeworks and Billet Specialties.  Wheel also fits original early Ford columns with a 
tapered shaft and key.  Includes a ’40 style horn button with a GM electrical connector 
and works with GM turn signal canceling mechanisms.  Painted gloss black.
15” ’40 Deluxe Steering Wheel .......................................VIN 01A-3600-SR ... $299.95

Mark X Wheels
A true ‘50’s era wheel manufactured from a hard molded urethane 
with sculptured accents in the horizontal spokes and removable 
stainless trim pieces.  Listed here with two “specialty” type horn buttons to complement 
this era wheel.  Fits all regular Lecarra Billet Specialties 9-bolt steering wheel adapters.
Primered ..............................................................................LEC 72000 .........$159.95
Pained Glossy Black ...........................................................LEC 71000 .........$239.95
Horn Buttons
 Halo / Ring (Pictured Installed) ........................................LEC 3710 ..........$169.95
 “Groovy” ...........................................................................LEC 3720 ............$49.95
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Aluminum Horn Buttons
Billet Specialties dome style horn buttons fit above wheels and other aftermarket 9-hole steering 
wheel adapters.  These horn buttons are a single wire which is what most GM columns require.

Standard Size Buttons - The diameter of these buttons leave the mounting 
bolts of the wheel to the adapter exposed.

Billet Specialties “Half-Wrap” Steering Wheels

2900029001 29002 29003 29004 29005 29006 29007 2900829009 29013 29012

 Blank -
 No Leather

$36.95$61.95$46.95
The half-wrap steering wheels consist of two pieces, the wheel frame and a bolt-on half wrap front grip.  By 
offering the two pieces individually it is possible to combine any frame with any half wrap grip and put together 
a combination of style and color.  The highly polished wheel frames are manufactured from premium billet 
aluminum with finger notches machined into the back side.  All wheel designs offered in 14” diameter and select 
designs also available in 15-1/2” diameter.  Wheels have the common 9 bolt pattern to fit either Billet Specialties 
or Lecarra steering wheel adapters.

Colors & Designs of Front Grip Rings For “Half-Wrap” Steering Wheels

Plain .....................................................................BLT 32120 .......... $42.95
Billet Specialties Logo .........................................BLT 32620 .......... $42.95
Bow-Tie Logo ......................................................BLT 32320 .......... $47.95

Large Horn Buttons - Oversized outside bezel covers the 
steering wheel mounting screws.  This style horn button really 
smooths the look of the steering wheel by hiding the nine bolts 
which hold it to the adapter.

Plain .....................................................................BLT 32125 .......... $47.95
Billet Specialties Logo .........................................BLT 32625 .......... $47.95
Bow-Tie Logo ......................................................BLT 32325 .......... $57.95
Ribbed “Banjo” Style ..........................................BLT 32925 .......... $47.95

Classic
14”...$229.95

15.5”...$254.95

Outlaw
14”...$229.95

15.5”...$254.95

Banjo
14”...$264.95

15.5”...$289.95

Split Spoke 
14”...$229.95

15.5”...$254.95

Fast Lane
14”...$229.95

15.5”...$254.95

Vintec
14”...$229.95

15.5”...$254.95

Chicayne
14”...$229.95

15.5”...$254.95

GTX01
14”...$229.95

15.5”...$254.95

Interceptor
14”...$229.95

Edge
14”...$164.95

Street Lite 
14”...$229.95

Anthem
14”...$164.95

Speedway
14”...$164.95
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Lecarra Steering Wheels
Lecarra’s superior craftsmanship and quality is without equal.  Only the finest materials are used with one piece 
premium leather and hand stitched made right here in the USA.  Lecarra offers an extensive adapter selection to 
allow installation onto just about any steering column.

Mark IX - 4 Spoke Wheels 

Mark IV - 3 Spoke Wheels 

Supreme 3 Spoke Wheels
Slots cut into each frame spoke is a “teardrop” shape with rounded ends.  
The windows are cut into the spokes as to make them look straight, it 
gives a three spoke wheel the look of a six.  14” and polished aluminum frame only.
Other Available Colors - Brown, Red, Bright Red, Caramel, White, Mauve
Leather Color
 Black .............................................44201
 Tan (lite color) ...............................44209
 Dark Grey ......................................44206

Leather Color
 Blue ...............................................44204
 Light Grey .....................................44207
 Burgundy .......................................44203

 Leather Color Solid Spokes Single Slot Spokes Double Slot Spokes
 Black .......................................91201.............................93201 ............................ 96201
 Dark Grey ...................................91206.............................93206 ............................ 96206
 Light Grey ...................................91207.............................93207 ............................ 96207
 Tan .........................................91209.............................93209 ............................ 96209
 Blue ........................................91204.............................93204 ............................ 96204
 Burgundy ....................................91203.............................93203 ............................ 96203

Any Chrome Frame Wheel $229.95 / Any Polished Frame Wheel $159.95

14” Diameter
If slotted frame the 
slots are a tapered rectangular shape 
with straight lines and hard 90° corners.
Colors Available by Special Order - 
Brown, Red, Bright Red, Caramel, 
White, Mauve (Dusty Rose), 

14” Diameter
If slotted frame the 
slots are a tapered rectangular shape 
with straight lines and hard 90° corners.
Colors Available by Special Order - 
Brown, Red, Bright Red, Caramel, 
White, Mauve (Dusty Rose), 

 Leather Color Solid Spokes Single Slot Spokes Double Slot Spokes
 Black .......................................41401.............................43201 ............................ 44401
 Dark Grey ...................................41406.............................43206 ............................ 44406
 Light Grey ...................................41407.............................43207 ............................ 44407
 Tan .........................................41409.............................43209 ............................ 44409
 Blue ........................................41404.............................43204 ............................ 44404
 Burgundy ....................................41403.............................43203 ............................ 44403

Any Chrome Frame Wheel $229.95 / Any Polished Frame Wheel $159.95

Any Wheel  $159.95
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Wheel Adapter & Horn Button Combo
69’-94’ GM & Ididit Steering Columns

This discounted price combo includes a polished cast aluminum steering wheel adapter, 
horn spring wire, polished stainless mounting screws and polished aluminum covered 
plastic horn button.
Wheel Adapter & Horn Button Combo ....................................LEC 64400 .......... $59.95

Lecarra Steering Wheel Adapters
Only Popular Applications Shown - Call For Steering Columns Not Listed
All Adapters Listed Are Polished, Chrome or Painted Adapters May Be Available

Wheel Adapter Doodads

Ninety Eight

GM Column Horn Spring-Wire ............................ BLT RP2510 ........... $4.95
Screw Kit for Billet Specialties Adapter ............ BLT 31000-900 ........ $3.95 

Adapters listed are manufactured from 6061 billet aluminum  The prefix 
“BA” adapters feature an adjustable outer sleeve to minimize the gap between adapter 
and top of the column.  Adapters come with wheel mounting screws and horn connection 
wire when applicable.  These fit the Lecarra line of steering wheels and many other 
manufactures steering wheels that use the popular 9-bolt configuration.

Lecarra Does Not Recommend The Removal Of Any Airbag
GENERAL MOTORS Years Number
 Telescopic (One Piece Hub) ...................................3” Travel ....................................LEC B-26403 ........ $73.95
 Telescopic (One Piece Hub) ...................................2” Travel ....................................LEC B-26404 ........ $73.95
 Most models (3.5” long) .........................................1949-66 .....................................LEC B-26402 ........ $73.95
 Most models (2.2” short) ........................................1949-66 .....................................LEC B-26422 ........ $59.95
 Pickups ....................................................................1949-73 .....................................LEC B-26424 ........ $59.95
 Van ..........................................................................1967-75 .....................................LEC B-26424 ........ $59.95
FORD (Will not fit for airbag columns)
 Most Autos ..............................................................1948-57 ................................... LEC BA-22455 ...... $73.95
 T-Bird / Cougar / LTD .............................................1967-82 ................................... LEC BA-22402 ...... $73.95
 Mustang (3.6” O.D.) ...............................................1964-66 ................................... LEC BA-22404 ...... $73.95
 Mustang / Galaxy (4.1” O.D.) .................................1967-76 ................................... LEC BA-22400 ...... $73.95
 Mercury ...................................................................1961-66 ................................... LEC BA-22401 ...... $73.95
 Trucks, Bronco & Vans (Will not fit for airbag columns)
  Locking column ...................................................1978-91 .....................................LEC B-22412 ........ $73.95
MOPAR (Will not fit for airbag columns)
 Fixed Column (No tilt)............................................1970-92 .....................................LEC B-27600 ........ $73.95
OTHER
 Flaming River Columns .............................................................................................LEC B-26423 ........ $59.95
 Lecarra 9-Bolt to a 3-Bolt hub (Grant) .....................................................................LEC B-23290 ........ $49.95
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Billet Aluminum Steering Wheel Adapters
GM Column Applications - Fits Billet Specialties & Lecarra 9 Bolt Steering Wheels

No castings, these are cut from solid 6061-T6 billet aluminum and feature “blind” mounting 
holes where the steering wheel bolts to the adapter.  Available only for the specific GM 
column applications listed.  A combination of the best in materials and the best polish!
‘49-’66 (Most Applications) ....................................................BLT 31322 .......... $57.95
‘67-’94 (All - Fixed or Tilt) .....................................................BLT 31120 .......... $47.95
‘96-Later (Non-Airbag) ...........................................................BLT 31126 .......... $57.95
Telescoping Column (2” Travel) ..............................................BLT 31324 .......... $72.95
Telescoping Column (3” Travel) ..............................................BLT 31323 .......... $72.95

Polished Covered Horn Button

‘55-’68 Original GM Steering Wheel to ‘69-’94 GM or Ididit Column Install Kit
Kit includes spacer ring and horn contacts to adapt an 
original ‘55-’68 GM steering wheel to an Ididit steering 
column.  Drilling/machining a 3/8” hole close to the 
center of the wheel is required and spacer ring is glued 
to the outer bottom portion so final finishing and painting of this outside 
lower portion of the wheel will be required.
‘55-’68 GM Wheel to Ididit Column Install Kit .............IDI 2612100040 .......$27.95

An inexpensive alternative to a billet aluminum horn button this button offered from Lecarra 
is essentially their plastic horn button with a polished aluminum cover.  This 
easy ad-on really makes a polished center wheel look complete.
Polished Button ................................................................................LEC 3301 ............$30.95

V-8 Logo Horn Buttons
Fits Lecarra & Billet Specialties 9-Bolt Steering Wheels

Machined aluminum horn buttons feature V-8 logo engraved in the center 
button.  Two sizes available.  Larger or “full cover” button has a large 
outer bezel to hide the nine wheel mounting screws when installed.  The 
smaller button was originally manufactured for the Lecarra Newstalgic 
banjo wheel but can be used with any 9-bolt Lecarra or Billet Specialties 
adapter.  Both are polished finish.
Standard Size Horn Button ............................LEC 3465 ........... $65.95
Large “Full-Cover” Horn Button ...................LEC 3455 ........... $65.95

9-Bolt “Shorty” Steering Wheel Adapter
Adapts ‘69-‘97 GM Column (including Ididit) to 9-Bolt Steering Wheel Pattern

Shorty adaptor moves the steering wheel 2” closer to the dash than the ‘standard’ adapters.  
Care should be taken when using this adaptor as it will decrease the clearance between 
the wheel and turn signal lever, and/or column shifter arm.  Modifications 
to these levers may be necessary.  Horn button is included with this adapter.
Polished Finish ..................................................................... IDI 2201100040 ..... $119.95
Chrome Finish ...................................................................... IDI 2201100020 .....$159.95
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Suicide Door Lock Teardrop Aluminum Knobs
Knobs of this shape are usually used on suicide door locks for two reasons.           
1) You have enough leverage to twist the dead-bolt against its spring detent and 
2) because you can visually see if the lock is set just by the angle it is pointing.  
Measures 1-5/8” long X 3/4” high X 5/8” thick.  Satin finish and sold in pair sets.
Tear-Drop Knobs ................Fits 1/4” Shaft .................STW B-RHL ......... $34.95

Machined from billet aluminum and polished to a mirror shine.
10-24 Thread .......................................................................................... BLT 45910 .......... $20.95
6-40 Thread (‘55-’57, ‘59-‘60 Chevy) ................................................... BLT 45930 .......... $20.95

Aluminum Door Lock Knobs
34’-48’ Chevy - Can Be Drilled & Tapped For Other Applications

1/2” Diameter door lock knobs have fine knurl around the top.  Knobs 
come threaded to fit  34’-48’ Chevy but can be drilled or re-tapped for other 

applications.  Sold in pair sets.  Machine satin finish.
Aluminum Door Lock Knobs (Pair) ............................................... PRR 2175 ........... $12.95

Billet Specialties Door Lock Knobs

Aluminum Accented Face Nuts
Ignition Switch Not Included / Shown Only For Effect

Machined aluminum, satin finish face nuts have black O-ring accent around outer 
perimeter.  Nuts simply thread on to your switches for a completed look to your dashboard.  
These may fit other manufacturers switches than what is listed.
Headlight Face Nut .................... Fits AAW 500341 .............STW B-HLSN ........ $11.95
Ignition Switch Face Nut ........... Fits AAW 500006 ............... STW L47N .......... $14.95
Wiper Switch Face Nut ............. Fits AAW 500146 ............. STW B-WSN ........ $11.95

So-Cal Electric Switches
More Switches Can Be Found In The Electrical Section. 

So-Cal Speed Shop has assembled a quality selection of switches with the 
right aesthetics to compliment your hot rod.  Sourced from a number of 
manufacturers, they have been fitted with So-Cal’s own stylish Art Deco 
knobs and bezels. 
Push Operated Horn Switch (A) ........................ SOC 60766 ...........$29.95
GM Type Headlight Switch (B) ......................... SOC 60754 ...........$39.95
Two-Speed Wiper Switch (C) ............................ SOC 60750 ...........$29.95
Ignition Switch W/Keys (D) .............................. SOC 60752 ...........$29.95
Push/Pull On/Off Switch (E) .............................. SOC 50447 ...........$19.95
Keyless Ignition Switch (F) ............................... SOC 60753 ...........$29.95
Headlight Switch W/Built-In High Beam (G) ... SOC 50467 ...........$39.95

A B

GF

E

DC
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Rotary Switch Knobs & Decals
The standard Vintage Air controls come housed in an under 
dash control pod but can be removed and mounted in dash.  
These accessories allow you to doll them up if you wish.
Streamline Knob Plain ............................................1” Dia. / Polished ..................... VAA 49302-VUQ ..... $14.95
Streamline Fan Knob (Etched “F”) .........................1” Dia. / Polished ..................... VAA 49303-VUQ ..... $14.95
Streamline Mode Knob (Etched “M”) ....................1” Dia. / Polished ..................... VAA 49304-VUQ ..... $14.95
Streamline Temp Knob (Etched “T”) ......................1” Dia. / Polished ..................... VAA 49305-VUQ ..... $14.95
Round Aluminum Knob  ........................................15/16” Dia. / Satin .................... VAA 49300-VUQ ....... $7.95
Standard Rubber Knob ................................................ 1” Diameter ..........................VAA 49457-VUI ........ $1.50
Gen-II Mode Decal (Air Outlet Position) ................. Self-Adhesive ........................ VAA 20570-VUP ....... $2.00
Gen-II Fan Decal (3-Speed Fan) ............................... Self-Adhesive ........................ VAA 20558-VUP ....... $2.00
Gen-II Heat Decal (“H” W/Red Tapered Line) ......... Self-Adhesive ........................ VAA 20572-VUP ....... $2.00
Gen-II Cool Decal (“C” W/Blue Tapered Line) ....... Self-Adhesive ........................ VAA 20571-VUP ....... $2.00

Universal Aluminum Knobs
Machined aluminum knobs offered for column shifter arm, column internal 4-way flasher or for switches requiring 
either #10-24, #10-32, 3/16” hole or 1/4” hole.  All available in satin, polished or 
chrome finishes.  All priced each.
 Satin Polished Chrome
4-Way Flasher ......................I5340B......... $8.95 ....I5340P ..........$8.95.... I5340C ....... $10.95
#10-24 Thread ......................I5320B......... $8.95 ....I5320P ..........$8.95.... I5320C ....... $10.95
#10-32 Thread ......................I5330B......... $8.95 ....I5330P ..........$8.95.... I5330C ....... $10.95
3/16” Hole (W/Set Screw) ...I5300B......... $8.95 ....I5300P ..........$8.95.... I5300C ....... $10.95
1/4” Hole (W/Set Screw) .....I5310B......... $8.95 ....I5310P ..........$8.95.... I5310C ....... $10.95
Col. Shifter (W/Set Screw) ..I5050B....... $19.95 ....I5050P ........$19.95.... I5050C ....... $25.95

So-Cal Universal Dash Knobs
Universal aluminum dash knobs have small 1/8” pilot hole already drilled for you to 
drill it out to whatever size your little heart desires.  Knobs are held 
on with allen head set screw provided.  Priced each.
Mercury Knob (Pictured - Left) ........................................... SOC 50405 ............ $9.95
Hot Rod Knob (Pictured - Right) ......................................... SOC 50400 ............ $9.95

Universal Aluminum Dash Knobs
Satin finish universal aluminum dash knobs are 3/4” diameter X 1” long and have accent groove.  
Knobs are held on with set screw provided.  Made in the U.S.A.  Priced each.
3/16” Hole .................................................................... SRS 3/16 ...............$6.95
 1/4” Hole ...................................................................... SRS 1/4 ................$6.95

One Hundred One

Billet Specialties Universal Knobs
Universal aluminum knobs have 3/16” hole (can be drilled) and are held 
on with set screw.  Measures 1” diameter and highly polished. Priced each.
“Classic” (Right) ...........................................................................BLT 26002 .......... $10.95
“Smooth” (Left) ............................................................................BLT 26003 .......... $10.95
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Hushmat Sound Deadener Insulation
Hushmat has been manufacturing this adhesive backed sound deadening material 

for OEM applications for over 
18 years.  Hushmat eliminates 
road noise and vibration while 
providing thermal insulation 
and requires no pre-cleaning or 

surface preparation to install.  Material conforms to contoured 
surfaces.  Proven to perform from -30 to 400°F.
 Black Foil Back Silver Foil Back
 Starter Kit – (4) 12” X 12” Sheets .............(4 sq. ft.) ..............HUS PF-250B ............HUS PF-250S ........ $  38.99
 Door Kit – (10) 12” X 12” Sheets ..........(10 sq. ft.) .............HUS PF-200B ............HUS PF-200S ........ $107.99
 Trunk Kit – (10) 12” X 23” Sheets ..........(19 sq. ft.) .............HUS PF-300B ............HUS PF-300S ........ $170.99
 Floor Kit – (20) 12” X 23” Sheets .......(38-1/3 sq. ft.) .........HUS PF-400B ............HUS PF-400S ........ $287.99
 Bulk Kit – (30) 12” X 23” Sheets .......(57-1/2 sq. ft.) .........HUS PF-500B ............HUS PF-500S ........ $359.99

Insul-Tape
Ideal for joining seams, sealing edges, 
water proofing and mending damaged 
Insulator insulation foil.

Insul-Tape (30’ roll) .........INS BLIT2030-1 ........$4.95

Sticky-Stuff
A spray adhesive ideal for installing The 
Insulator insulation.  One can should install 
two 4’ X 6’ rolls of Insulator material.  
Features adjustable web width nozzle.
Sticky-Stuff ......INS BLISS16OZ1 ....$10.95

Insulation
Double Sided Foil - 4’ X 6’ Rolls

Floor & Tunnel Shield - Heat & Sound Insulation
Paramilitary Used on Under Vehicle Locations – Anywhere to Reflect Heat.
Provides heat protection in areas where high temperatures are always present limiting heat transfer on firewalls, 

transmission tunnels and front toe boards.  Embossed 10 mil aluminum face bonded to 1/8” 
composite glass-fiber core and backed with a high temp super strong 
pressure sensitive backing.  Floor & Tunnel Shield withstands up to 
1750°F of direct continuous heat.  Only 3/16” thick, this product can 

be shaped and trimmed for a custom fit and is ideal for minimal clearance areas.
2’ x 21” Floor & Tunnel Shield (3.5 sq. ft.) .....................DEI 50501 ........... $39.95
4’ x 21” Floor & Tunnel Shield (7 sq. ft.) ........................DEI 50502 ........... $72.95
High-Temp Tape - For Edge Sealing and Seems 15’ .......DEI 10408 ........... $15.95

A thermal and acoustic insulation material.  Protects against heat, cold and noise.  Made with multi-
layered nylon fibers, specially formulated and treated with a nontoxic fire-retardant and bonded to 
an aluminized material.  Blocks up to 97% of radiant heat.
Thermal properties:  Radiant heat is the most powerful heat that penetrates the walls, floors, 

ceilings, and doors.  The Insulator provides a tough barrier to these invisible infrared heat rays.  
The Insulators unique nylon fiber pad provides outstanding conductive heat transfer and stops 
the direct flow of heat.

Noise Insulation:  The aluminum foil layers reflect high frequency sound back toward the source.  
The nylon fiber pad absorbs any penetrating low frequency sound waves and reduces vibration.

Double Sided Foil ................................................................................. INS BLIP12406 ...... $34.95
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Manufactured from black naugahyde and features stainless trim ring with 
stainless flush mounting screws.  Offered for either the “Floor Mount” or 
“Trans-Mount” brakes.  Outside diameter 2-1/2” X 6-1/4”.
Trans-Mount Hand Brake .................................LKR 70-EHBT ........$30.95
Floor Mount Hand Brake ..................................LKR 70-EHBF ........$30.95

Aluminum Cup Holders (Inserts)
Spun aluminum cup holders are inserts that fit into a drilled panel such as a console.  Holders feature polished top 
bezel and bottom liner.  Inside vertical walls are “as 
machined” finish.  Measures 3” deep.  Sold each.
 Hole I.D. Bezel O.D.
 Small ......... 3” ....... 2-7/8” ....... 3-3/4” ......SRS 8139 ........ $15.95
Medium .... 3-3/8” .... 3-1/4” ....... 4-1/8” ......SRS 8132 ........ $15.95
 Large ...... 3-3/4” .... 3-5/8” ....... 4-1/2” ......SRS 8131 ........ $15.95

Emergency Brake Boots

Wood Rings For Shifter & E-Brake Installation
Cut, carve, mold or whatever your floorboard requires to secure 
these rings to the floorboard.  Install insulation and carpet but 
then you can simply staple the boot with carpet down to the wood 
ring.  By doing this you can pay attention to the carpet and boot 
installation, then the trim ring is just that, a trim ring rather than 
a 3rd part that seems to need an extra set of hands to install… 
Round Shifter Boot Ring .......................................SRS WOOD-SH ........$9.95
Slim Oval E-Brake Boot Ring ...............................SRS WOOD-BR ........$9.95
E-Brake Boot Ring will work with either “Floor Mount” or “Trans-Mount” e-brake boot assemblies.

Shifter Boots

Shift Indicator Boots
Requires Sender – See Page 142 For More Information.

Aluminum shifter boot rings with a lighted shift indicator 
display window.  Offered round and rectangular styles 
with indictor either on the side reading vertically or on the 
bottom reading horizontal.  Indicator display is also available for 3-speed 
and overdrive transmission shift patterns.  All of the shifter boots styles 
are available in the Midnight Series with black anodized finish.

Boots are made with black naugahyde material with polished 
stainless steel trim rings and includes stainless mounting 
screws.  Classic Style boot has stainless trim bezel around 
shifter stick.
Classic Style (Left) ...................................5” Diameter Round Ring .......................... LKR 70-CLB ........ $36.95
Hot-Rod Style (Middle) ............................5” Diameter Round Ring .......................... LKR 70-HRB ........ $29.95
Floor-Mount Shifter (Right)...............5-1/4” X 6-3/4” Rectangular Ring ................... LKR 70-FMB ........ $38.95
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Inside Mirrors
“Build Your Own Mirror” Choose Mirror Head and Mount to Complete Assembly

Mirrors feature stainless swivel supported 
by nylon inserts to provide smooth, 

accurate adjustments that stay in position.  Mounts offered 
in glue-on style for vertical or slightly angled windshields 

or bolt-on mount to attach to garnish moldings.  All beautifully polished.
Oval ......................(2-5/16” X 4-3/16”) ................BLT 73520 .......... $53.95
Rectangular .............(1-3/4” X 5-1/4”) ..................BLT 73420 .......... $48.95
Mirror Mounts
 Glue-On .................. (1” Diameter) ....................BLT 72120 .......... $16.95
 Bolt-On ...... (1-1/2” Tall X 2” Bolt Pattern) .......BLT 72220 .......... $19.95

Polished Stainless Oval
Inside Rearview Mirrors
Any Can Be Used As Universal

Rearview mirrors feature all stainless brackets that are listed as direct applications for certain model 
Ford cars but can also be used universally in just about any car or truck.  Mirror head has an internal 

pivot ball for angle adjustment.  All have the same size mirror head measuring 5-3/4” Wide X 2-7/8” Tall.
(A) ’32 Open Car .............Threaded 10-32 holes 2-3/8” apart, pivot 2” down ......... VIN B-17681-SR ..... $44.95
(B) ‘32-‘36 Closed Car ...Holes 2-5/16” apart, pivot 1-3/4” down from break ........ VIN B-17682-SR ..... $44.95
(C) ‘32-‘34 Cabriolet .... Holes 2” apart, pivot down 2-9/16” from hole ctrline ...... VIN B-17690-SR ..... $62.50
(D) ‘35-‘36 Cabriolet .... Holes 2” apart, pivot down 1-9/16” from hole ctrline ......VIN 48-17690-SR ..... $62.50
(E) ’37-’48 Convertible .........Holes 1” apart, pivot 3/4” from closest hole .............VIN 78-17681-SS‡ .... $54.95
(F) ’37-’39 Closed Car .....Holes 2-5/16” apart, pivot down 2-9/16” from flat .........VIN 78-17682-SS ..... $54.95
(G) ’40 Closed Car ............Holes 2-3/8” apart, pivot down 2-1/16” from flat  ...... VIN 01A-17682-SS* .. $54.95
(H) Glue-On (Universal) ........... 7/8” round glue-on pad with adhesive ................. VIN SR-17682-SS  ... $41.95
‡  For use without original inside radio antenna if used for this vehicle application.
*  Bracket is curved and has raised area to fit moldings for this application.  Not a good choice for universal.

Truck Rearview Mirrors

A B C D

HGFE

Easy bolt-on replacement for GM, Ford and Dodge trucks.  Mirrors have 
a universal mount that simply slips over the factory glued-on windshield 
mount and feature distortion free glass.  Also features fine ball milled accent 
grooves and beveled edge to give them a 3 dimensional look.  Mirror head 
measures 2-7/16” X 9-3/8”
Ball Milled .......................................................... BLT 257330 ......... $79.95
With BowTie Logo .............................................. BLT 257340 ......... $79.95
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Clayton Machine Door Handles and Window Cranks
Also Available For ‘48 & Earlier GM, Ford & Chrysler 

Aluminum Door Handles, Window & Vent Cranks

Banjo Style Door Handles & Window Cranks
Polished finish stainless handles and cranks with Banjo styling and feature a magnetic cap to cover the mounting 
screws.  The simplicity of the magnetic cap prevents marring the part with 
a screwdriver when you need to remove them.  Unique spline adapter fits 
both early Ford/Mopar square as well as both early GM and ‘49 & later 
GM and Ford regulators.  Sold in pair sets.
Door Handles .................................................. TRI DL05P ........ $129.95
Window Cranks ...............................................TRI WL05P ........ $129.95
Vent Cranks ................................................... TRI VWL05P ...... $129.95

Billet Specialties handles and cranks are some of the best on the market.  Handles are fully 
position-able.  All you do is mount the steel spline adapter on the regulator, slide the aluminum 
cover over the spline adapter, align the handle arm to the proper position, install the retaining screw and snap on 
the cover to hide the retaining screw.  Sold in pair sets with one left and right.  Can’t say enough about the polish!!
Pre ‘49 Ford (3/8” Square) Open Style Ball Milled Style Rail Style
 Door Handles .................BLT 45320 .......... $74.95 ......BLT 45325 ...........$74.95......BLT 45328 ...........$89.95
 Window Cranks .............BLT 46320 .......... $74.95 ......BLT 46325 ...........$74.95......BLT 46328 ...........$89.95
 Vent Window Cranks .....BLT 47320 .......... $74.95 ......BLT 47325 ...........$74.95......BLT 47328 ...........$89.95
Pre ‘49 Chevy (7/16” Spline)
 Door Handles .................BLT 45420 .......... $74.95 ......BLT 45425 ...........$74.95......BLT 45428 ...........$89.95
 Window Cranks .............BLT 46420 .......... $74.95 ......BLT 46425 ...........$74.95......BLT 46428 ...........$89.95
 Vent Window Cranks .....BLT 47420 .......... $74.95 ......BLT 47425 ...........$74.95......BLT 47428 ...........$89.95
‘49 & Later Ford & GM (1/2” Spline)
 Door Handles .................BLT 45520 .......... $74.95 ......BLT 45525 ...........$74.95......BLT 45528 ...........$89.95
 Window Cranks .............BLT 46520 .......... $74.95 ......BLT 46525 ...........$74.95......BLT 46528 ...........$89.95
 Vent Window Cranks .....BLT 47520 .......... $74.95 ......BLT 47525 ...........$74.95......BLT 47528 ...........$89.95

These chrome plated handles and cranks feature drilled I-beam styling.  Each pair 
of handles comes with optional inserts which may be painted or upholstered.  Made 
to fit GM, Ford, and Chrysler.
‘49 & Later GM & Ford ............ Door Handles ...........CMW PT-102-FG ..... $89.95
‘49 & Later GM & Ford .......... Window Cranks .........CMW PT-103-FG ..... $89.95
‘49 & Later GM & Ford ............. Vent Cranks ............CMW PT-104-FG ..... $89.95

Open Style Ball Milled Style

Available
Black Anodized

+$10.00

Rail Style
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Original Style Window Cranks
Ford Cars- Not All Applications Are Listed, Call For More Information
Die cast and chrome plated.  Correct lines and curves as the originals.  Sold each.
‘28-’31 Coupe & Tudor .............................................. VIN A-702780-A ...... $11.95
‘32 Closed Car (Pictured - Right) ............................... VIN B-702780-E ...... $11.95
‘33-’34 Closed Car (Pictured - Left) ...........................VIN 40-702780-E ..... $11.95
‘41-’48 Passenger Car ................................................. VIN 11A-702780 ...... $11.95

Original Style Inside Door Handles
Ford Cars - Not All Available Applications Listed, Call For More Information
Handles are die cast and chrome plated.  Excellent detail and quality.  Priced each.
‘28-’31 & ‘33-’34 Roadster & Phaeton (Left) ........... VIN A-702400-C ........ $9.95
‘32 Closed Car ........................................................... VIN B-702400-E ........ $9.95
‘33-’34 Closed Car (Pictured - Right) .......................VIN 40-702400-E ....... $9.95

Universal Spring Loaded Escutcheon

Oval Interior Door Handles
Universal door handles are a flush mount style and come with backing plate and hardware.  Handles feature rubber 

stops for quiet lever return.  Inner structure mounting bracket 
designed to show no mounting from the outside.
Brushed Finish (Pair) ................LKR IDH-2000 ..... $194.95
Polished Finish (Pair) ...............LKR IDH-2001 ..... $194.95
Midnight Series (Pair) .............LKR X-IDH-2000 ... $194.95

Elliptical Bezel Door Handles

Open Ellipse

Universal die stamped steel escutcheon with spring loaded, floating insert.  Measures 
1-3/4” diameter X 5/8” tall (uncompressed), will press down to only 7/16” tall.  
Spring Loaded Escutcheon (Each) ...................................................... VIN B-48139-A ........ $5.95

Universal Door Handle to Latch Cable Kit
Dual 36” stainless cables with clevises to attach to your latches 
and cable ends with quick release ball & socket to make door panel 
removal easier.  Includes shielded pulley which allows for a direct 

cable pull to the latch and the shield keeps the cable from looping off.  Shielded 
pulleys also available separately.
Complete kit as shown .............................................LKR DLR-2100 ...... $54.95
Shielded Pulleys Separately (Pr.) ................................LKR S-2105 ......... $16.95

Ball End

One Hundred Six

Ribbed
Paul Atkins Signature Series handles are sure 
to stand out with their unique designs.  Chrome 

plated and come with carbon fiber, brushed aluminum and black inserts allowing 
you to further personalize.  4-1/2” X 2”.  Priced per pair.
Open Ellipse Elliptical Handle ...............................CMW EL-503 ...... $184.95
Ribbed Elliptical Handle ........................................CMW EL-504 ...... $184.95 
Ball End Elliptical Handle ......................................CMW EL-502 ...... $184.95
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Door Pulls
32’ Ford Closed Car Style

Aluminum Door Pulls
Available in Midnight Series in Black Anodized

Billet aluminum door pulls are designed to recess into armrests and are wide enough for 4 fingers.  
Both styles feature rolled top edges with the “crescent” style having a straight edge to butt against 
the door panel.  Pulls mount with two stainless screws down from 
the top and come with metal brackets so the pulling force transfers 
directly to the door and not the door panel.  Polished finish, satin 
& black by special order.  Sold in pair sets.
“Crescent” Style Pulls (Left) .............LKR IDP-2003 .....$128.95
Oval Style Pulls (Right) .....................LKR IDP-2005 .....$128.95

Oval Door Pulls
Polished billet aluminum interior door pulls machined from T6 billet aluminum and have pocket for a comfortable 
feel as well as a soft touch pad in the bottom. Comes complete 
with brackets, hardware and cut-out template.  Measures 5” long 
X 1-1/2” wide X 3/4” tall (1/2” into arm rest).
Polished Oval Door Pulls (Pair) ......... TRI ODPP ........ $105.95

Universal Outside Door Handle Regulator
5/16” Square Drive – Fits Early Ford Outside Door Handles

Universal regulators mount to the inside of the door and receive the square 
drive from the outside handle.  Connect cables or rods off these regulators to 
door latch.  Not a direct bolt-in for any application but they are 
something to work with when you have to fabricate the system 
anyway.  Spring loaded to return to the ready position.
Universal Handle Regulators (Pair) ............................. SRS 155 .............$52.95

Universal Inside Door Handle Regulators
3/8” Square Drive - Fits Early Ford Inside Door Handles

A great alternative to damaged or missing original regulators.  These can be 
mounted anywhere on the door which makes them even more 
desirable for use with custom upholstery designs.  Regulators 
are spring loaded to return the handle to the original position.
Universal Door Handle Regulators (Pair) ....... CAR EZH-1 .........$69.95

2-1/2”

3/4”

3-5/8”

Narrow Neat Nobs Latch Release Kit
Designed for use with bear-claw latches. Simple release system 
attaches directly to the release arm on the latch. Push down on 
the knob to release the latch. Knobs and trim plates are machined 
aluminum satin finish. Trim plates measure 1-5/16” x 1”
Turned Knob Style ........................ STW B14NOT ........$53.95
Smooth Knob Style ....................... STW B14NOS ........$53.95

2”

2-
9/

16
”

5/8”

Very universal door pulls are high quality with chromed die cast pivoting 
pull loop and steel pivot bracket with countersunk mounting holes.
Chrome Door Pulls (Pair) ............................................... DMC 40-702420-A .... $49.95
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XL SERIES PEDALS
Aluminum With Rubber Insert
 Throttle Pedal ...............LKR BFG-6012 ..... $145.95
 Brake Pad .....................LKR BFG-6013 ....... $49.95
 Dimmer Pad ................ LKR BAG-6006 ....... $21.95
Chromed Steel With Rubber Insert
 Throttle Pedal ................ LKR SG-6016 ...... $110.95
 Brake Pad ...................... LKR SG-6017 ........ $52.95
 Dimmer Pad .................. LKR SG-6009 ........ $21.95

STANDARD SIzE PEDALS
Aluminum With Rubber Insert
 Throttle Pedal ............... LKR BAG-6004 .....$142.95
 Brake Pad ..................... LKR BAG-6005 .......$45.95
 Dimmer Pad ................. LKR BAG-6006 .......$21.95
Chromed Steel With Rubber Insert
 Throttle Pedal ................. LKR SG-6007 ........102.95
 Brake Pad ....................... LKR SG-6008 ........$45.95
 Dimmer Pad ................... LKR SG-6009 ........$21.95

Rectangular Throttle Pedal, Brake & Dimmer Switch Pads (Universal)
All Available in Black Add “X-” to Number, Same Price

Throttle Pedals:  Throttle pedals feature spring loaded foot 
pad with splined swing arm for adjustable pedal pitch  Arms 
can be reversed on pivot and have “windows” to enhance 
appearance.  Available in two sizes in either chromed steel 
or aluminum with rubber inserts.
Brake Pads:  Brake pads are made to match each of the 

throttle pedals offered.  All aluminum pads feature two mounting locations for the supplied 1/2”-20 stud for 
center or offset mounting for column clearance.  Chrome brake pads have stud welded into the center of the pad.
Dimmer Pads:  Dimmer pads fit just about any dimmer switch because they are held to the switch with set screws. 

Floor Mounted Throttle Pedal
Requires 36” Throttle Cable Kit
Floor mounted aluminum pedal mounts to the toe board eliminating 
routing of the throttle cable through the upper portion of the firewall.  

Pedal features splined adjustable shaft for multiple positions of toe board angles plus it 
has built-in pedal travel stops.  Stainless under floor cable mounting bracket included.
Satin Finish W/Ribbed Rubber Inserts ............................LKR FMG-6098 .... $154.95
Black Anodized W/Ribbed Rubber Inserts ...................LKR X-FMG-6098 .. $154.95

XL Series

Standard Size

Throttle & Brake Dimension Comparison
 Gas Pedal Brake Pad
Standard ..... 1-1/2” X 4” ............3” X 2”
XL Series ........2” X 5” ........ 3-3/4” X 2-3/4”

Lakester Throttle Assemblies & Pedal Pads
For Black Powder Coated Add “X-” to Number, Same Price
Drilled holes and with attention paid to hole location and 
proportionate hole sizes.  Removable arm is splined for versatility in 
mounting to the right or left of the mounting bracket.  All pedal pads 
feature curved design.  Larger brake pedal pad is designed to mount 
with oval horizontally and the smaller brake/clutch pads designed 
to mount with the oval vertical but both have the curvature top to 
bottom when mounted.  Pads feature one stud mounting location 
located center of the pads and include 1/2”-20 stud and jam nut.

Throttle Pedal (Chrome) ........................................................................................... LKR BAG-6151 ....... $81.95
Automatic Brake Pad (Chrome - 5” Wide X 2-3/4” Tall) ......................................... LKR BAG-6153 ....... $59.95
Clutch / Brake Pad (Chrome - 2” Wide X 3-1/2” Tall - EACH) ............................... LKR BAG-6152 ....... $52.95
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Lokar Retrofit Throttle, Brake & Clutch Pedal Pads
All Available in Black Anodized Midnight Series

More Applications Available - Check Our Site for More Information
All pedals and pads listed here are specifically manufactured 
for particular make and model cars and trucks and replace the 
original equipment.  Throttle pedals attach to the firewall in the 
O.E. throttle pedal hole/mounts and in most cases change the original hard 
linkage to a flexible throttle cable.  Brake and clutch pads also attach to the 
original pedal pads after the rubber is removed which have not been modified.  
All listed pedals are satin aluminum with rubber inserts.
Chevy Passenger ‘55-’57
 Throttle Pedal Assembly (Replaces throttle assembly and converts to cable) .........................LKR BAG-6074 ........$146.95
 Throttle Pedal Assembly (Same as above except 1” longer upper arm for big block) .............LKR BAG-6113 ........$158.95
 Brake Pedal Pad (Auto trans - power brake car - big brake pad - CURVED) ..........................LKR BAG-6137 ..........$59.95
 Brake Pedal Pad (Auto trans - non-power brake car - big brake pad - CURVED) ..................LKR BAG-6138 ..........$59.95
 Brake/Clutch Pad (Small pads - PAIR - CURVED) .................................................................LKR BAG-6139 ..........$89.95
Chevy Full Size ‘58-’65
 Brake Pedal Pad (Automatic transmission - big brake pad - CURVED) .................................LKR BAG-6141 ..........$59.95
 Brake/Clutch Pad (Manual transmission - small pads - PAIR - CURVED) .............................LKR BAG-6140 ..........$89.95
Camaro ‘67-’69
 Throttle Pedal Assembly (Replaces throttle assembly and converts to cable) .........................LKR BAG-6096 ........$146.95
 Brake Pedal Pad (Automatic transmission - big brake pad - CURVED) .................................LKR BAG-6134 ..........$59.95
 Brake/Clutch Pad (Manual transmission - small pads - PAIR - CURVED) .............................LKR BAG-6133 ..........$89.95
Chevy II / Nova ‘62-’67
 Throttle Pedal Assembly (Replaces throttle assembly and converts to cable) .........................LKR BAG-6127 ........$161.95
 Brake Pedal Pad (Automatic transmission - big brake pad - CURVED) .................................LKR BAG-6131 ..........$59.95
 Brake/Clutch Pad (Manual transmission - small pads - PAIR - CURVED) .............................LKR BAG-6130 ..........$89.95
Chevy II / Nova ‘68-’72
 Throttle Pedal Assembly (Rod style throttle linkage only & converts to cable) ......................LKR BAG-6142 ........$146.95
 Brake Pedal Pad (Automatic transmission - big brake pad - CURVED) .................................LKR BAG-6143 ..........$59.95
Chevelle ‘64-’67 - Brake and brake/clutch pedal pads fit ‘64-’72 Chevelle
 Throttle Pedal Assembly (Replaces throttle assembly and converts to cable) .........................LKR BAG-6129 ........$161.95
 Brake Pedal Pad (Automatic transmission - big brake pad - CURVED) .................................LKR BAG-6135 ..........$59.95
 Brake/Clutch Pad (Manual transmission - small pads - PAIR - CURVED) .............................LKR BAG-6132 ..........$89.95
Chevy Truck
 ‘67-’70 Throttle Pedal Assy (Replaces throttle assembly and converts to cable) ....................LKR BAG-6164 ........$149.95
 ‘71-’72 Throttle Pedal Pad Only (Pad only and attaches to factory arm & spring) .................LKR BAG-6177 ..........$55.95
 ‘71-’72 Throttle Pedal Assembly Complete .............................................................................LKR BAG-6165 ........$149.95
 ‘67-’72 Brake Pedal Pad (Automatic transmission - big brake pad - CURVED) ....................LKR BAG-6166 ..........$57.95
 ‘67-’72 Brake/Clutch Pad (Manual transmission - small pads - PAIR - CURVED) ................LKR BAG-6168 ..........$87.95
 ‘73-’75 Brake Pedal Pad (Automatic transmission - big brake pad - FLAT) ...........................LKR BAG-6086 ..........$58.95
 ‘76-’03 Brake Pedal Pad (Automatic transmission - big brake pad - CURVED) ....................LKR BAG-6144 ..........$59.95
Mustang ‘64-’70
 ‘64-’68 Throttle Pedal Assy (Replaces throttle assembly and converts to cable) ....................LKR BAG-6115 ........$169.95
 ‘69-’70 Throttle Pedal Assy (Replaces throttle assembly and converts to cable) ....................LKR BAG-6117 ........$169.95
 ‘64-’68 Brake Pedal Pad (Automatic transmission - big brake pad - FLAT) ...........................LKR BAG-6123 ..........$55.95
 ‘69-’70 Brake Pedal Pad (Automatic transmission - big brake pad - FLAT) ...........................LKR BAG-6125 ..........$55.95
 ‘64-’70 Brake/Clutch Pad (Manual transmission - small pads - PAIR - FLAT) ......................LKR BAG-6121 ..........$89.95
Dart / Cuda ‘67-’69
 Throttle Pedal Assembly ...........................................................................................................LKR BAG-6145 ........$169.95
 Brake Pedal Pad (Automatic transmission - big brake pad - CURVED) .................................LKR BAG-6147 ..........$59.95
 Brake/Clutch Pad (Manual transmission - small pads - PAIR - CURVED) .............................LKR BAG-6146 ..........$89.95
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Rubber Brake Pedal Pads - Original Ford Tapered Thread

Nostalgia Style Throttle Pedals
If Used With Lokar Cable Modification Of Cable Clevis Will Be Required.
Original style of the Ford “Spoon” type throttle pedal.  Pivot features wide spread bronze 
bushings for better wear and pedal stability.  Pedal arm and upright lever are reversible 
with double splined shaft in pivot mount.  Teardrop shape pad measures 1-1/4” wide X 
2” tall.  Chrome plated.
           Plain ................................................................................P&J 8036 ........... $70.95
With Rubber Insert ..................................................................P&J 8036-R ......... $85.95

Spoon Throttle Pedals
Spoon throttle pedals feature splined upright arm and urethane bushings in the 
firewall pivot.  Pedal and arm can be reversed to work on either side of the pivot 
mount.  Pedals  work well with Lokar universal throttle cable kits.
Chrome Finish ............................................................ CHR 7210 ........... $24.95
Polished Stainless Steel .............................................. CHR 7215 ........... $38.95

Simple Lokar Throttle Pedals, Brake & Dimmer Pads

Made in the U.S.A.  Throttle can be reversed on either side of the pivot and is 
bushed for extended life.  Brake pad has 1/2”-20 stud mounted in the center of 
the pad.  Dimmer cover is held on with set screws.
 Chrome Finish Black Powder Coated
Throttle Pedal ........LKR SPO-6070 .........$63.95 .. LKR X-SPO-6070 .....$63.95
Brake Pad ..............LKR SPO-6071 .........$44.95 .. LKR X-SPO-6071 .....$44.95
Dimmer Cover ......LKR SPO-6072 .........$21.95 .. LKR X-SPO-6072 .....$21.95

Billet Throttle Pedals, Brake, & Dimmer Switch Pads
Black Anodized Listed - Polished Finish Available

Throttle Pedals: Pedals are CNC machined for a nonslip surface and feature 
a wider pivot base for added stability.  Use dual Delrin bushings for smooth 
operation and has a 1:1 pedal ratio, good for all carbs. Pedal base offers left or 
right mounting positions. Pedal orientation is infinitely adjustable and the arms 
can be reversed for additional clearance if needed.
Brake Pads: CNC machined nonslip pedal pads offer two mounting positions, 
center or offset. 1/2”-20 stud is included for use with popular brake assemblies.
Dimmer Pads: Machined nonslip surface w/stainless steel setscrew.
Rectangular Throttle ..................................................BLT 199115 .......... $99.95
Rectangular Brake Pad ............................................. BLT 199315 ......... $32.95
Oval Throttle ............................................................. BLT 199135 ......... $99.95
Oval Brake Pad ......................................................... BLT 199335 ......... $32.95
Dimmer Switch Cover .............................................. BLT 199875 ......... $13.95

Rubber brake pedal pads offered in two styles, pyramid (diamond style) pattern or “bull’s 
eye” style.  Both pads have tapered threaded stud located in the center of pad.

Pyramid Pattern (Left) ...................................P&J 1079 ........... $17.95
“Bull’s Eye” Pattern (Right) ..........................P&J 1080 ........... $17.95
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Throttle Pedals - Oval pedal with rubber insert has an open I-beam arm while the ribbed 
pedal features a drilled I-beam style arm. Chrome plated and spring loaded pedals are 
fully adjustable and mount to the firewall.

 Throttle Pedal w/ Rubber Insert Pad ...................................................CMW TA-202 ......$152.95

Brake Pedal Pad Mount
Stainless bracket makes it easy to not only mount the brake pad but also 
allow you to adjust the angle of the pad on the arm for driving comfort.  
Two brackets one on each side of the pedal arm for strength and two 1/4”-
20 stainless bolts with star/lock washers to keep bracket from 
moving under hard braking forces.
Brake Pedal Pad Mount Kit ...........................................................................................WLD 12920 ......... $25.95

Clayton Machine Throttle Pedals & Brake Pads

Drive-By-Wire Electronic Throttle Control Pedal Assembly
Drive-by-wire throttle assemblies are a two part unit.  The electronic throttle control assembly 
is specific for a particular engine then the pedal arm you choose for your styling to mount to 
the control unit to complete the throttle pedal assembly.
Electronic Throttle Control With Harness
  11-12 Ford Mustang / Coyote .................. LKR DBW-FORD01 ..$361.95
  07 & Up GM Truck / SUV ..........................LKR DBW-GM01 .....$361.95
  06 & Up Corvette ........................................LKR DBW-GM02 .....$361.95
Throttle Pedal to fit Above Electronic Control
  Oval with Rubber Inserts - Mini ..............................................LKR DBW-6103 .....$114.95
  Oval with Rubber Inserts - Standard ........................................LKR DBW-6104 .....$118.95
  Oval with Rubber Inserts - XL .................................................LKR DBW-6105 .....$121.95
  Aluminum with Rubber Inserts - Standard ..............................LKR DBW-6004 .....$118.95
  Aluminum with Rubber Inserts - XL .......................................LKR DBW-6012 .....$121.95
  Chrome with Rubber Inserts - Standard ...................................LKR DBW-6007 .......$85.95
  Chrome with Rubber Inserts - XL ............................................LKR DBW-6016 .......$92.95
  Lakester (With Holes) Chrome ................................................LKR DBW-6151 .......$68.95
  Chrome Spoon .........................................................................LKR DBW-6070 .......$52.95

Cadillac CTS-V Drive-By-Wire Direct-Fit Throttle Pedal Pad

Designed to replace the original pedal pad of the Cadillac CTS-V Drive-By-Wire throttle pedal 
assembly GM number 10379038.  Direct replacement of original pedal pad a quick and easy 
installation.  Billet aluminum construction with rubber inserts for added traction.
CTS-V Drive-By-Wire Throttle Pedal Pad ....................................... LKR DBW-6200 .... $114.95

Brake Pads - Available with a molded rubber pad or with cast ribs these brake 
pads are chrome plated and match Clayton Machine Works throttle pedals. 

 Brake Pad w/ Rubber insert ................................................................CMW BP-302 ........$41.95
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Retractable 3-Point Shoulder Harness Seat Belts
Push Button Style Buckle 

Simple Lap Seat Belts (Non-Retractable)
Push-Button & Chrome Lift-Latch Buckle Styles
OEM quality webbing and latches and a wide range of colors will compliment any color interior.  All belts listed 

are 74” long and tested to exceed SAE and Federal regulations.  Can be used with bucket or bench 
seats.  Sold in single sets (per person) and do not include mounting hardware or anchor plates.

Color Push-Button Latch Chrome Lift-Latch
Black ............... JUO 10101............ $19.95 ............JUO LL101 ...........$29.95
Gray ................. JUO 10103............ $19.95  ...........JUO LL103 ...........$29.95
Charcoal .......... JUO 10104............ $19.95  ...........JUO LL104 ...........$29.95
Tan ................... JUO 10105............ $19.95 ............JUO LL105 ...........$29.95
Taupe ............... JUO 10118 ............ $19.95  ...........JUO LL118 ...........$29.95
Maroon ............ JUO 10111 ............ $19.95  ...........JUO LL111 ...........$29.95
Blue ................. JUO 10106............ $19.95  ...........JUO LL106 ...........$29.95

2-Point Retractable Lap Belts
Push-Button Style Buckle
72” Seat belts are tested to exceed Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards.  Retractor is the short version to 
work with either regular or low profile seat designs.  Sets offered for use with bucket seats with the buckle 
portion encased in a molded color plastic sheath to hold the buckle up at the seat side or with the buckle portion 

un-sheathed to thread through the upper and lower cushions 
for bench seats.  Sold in single sets (per person) and do not 

include mounting hardware or anchor plates.
Color Bucket Seat (Hard Arm) Bench Seat (Soft Arm)
Black  ................JUO 10201S ..........$39.95 ...............JUO 16201S ..........$39.95
Gray ..................JUO 10203S ..........$39.95 ...............JUO 16203S ..........$39.95
Maroon .............JUO 10211S ..........$39.95 ...............JUO 16211S ..........$39.95
Taupe ................JUO 10218S ..........$39.95 ...............JUO 16218S ..........$39.95
Blue ..................JUO 10206S ..........$39.95 ...............JUO 16206S ..........$39.95

140” Total length seat belts are long enough for most any application.  
Retractor is the short version to work with either regular or low profile 
seat designs.  Sets for bucket seats feature the buckle portion encased in 
a molded color plastic sheath to hold the buckle up at the side of the seat.  
Sets for use with bench seats have the buckle portion unsheathed to thread 
through the lower and upper seat cushions.  Anchor plates for under the 
floor and B-pillar reinforcement plate with high strength hardware and 
instruction sheet included on 3-point belts.  Sold in single sets (per person)
Color Bucket Seat (Hard Arm) Bench Seat (Soft Arm)
Black  ............ JUO 10301........... $99.95 ......... JUO 16301 ...........$99.95
Gray .............. JUO 10303........... $99.95 ......... JUO 16303 ...........$99.95
Charcoal ........ JUO 10304........... $99.95 ......... JUO 16304 ...........$99.95
Blue ............... JUO 10306........... $99.95 ......... JUO 16306 ...........$99.95
Maroon .......... JUO 10311 ........... $99.95 ......... JUO 16311 ...........$99.95
Taupe ............ JUO 10318........... $99.95 ......... JUO 16318 ...........$99.95
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Seat Belt Bolt Covers
Affixes To 5/8” Hex Head Seat Belt Anchor Bolt

These Juliano’s seat belt bolt covers press over the seat belt anchor bolt 
and hide the mounting bracket.  Easy to install and gives your interior a more professional 
look.  Available in colors to match your seat belts or can be painted.  Sold in pair sets.
Black ................... JUO 10801 ...........$14.95
Grey ..................... JUO 10803 ...........$14.95
Charcoal .............. JUO 10804 ...........$14.95

Seat Risers
Each Set Includes Enough For 1 Seat (Bench)

Order 2 Sets For Bucket Seats

Universal Seat Tracks
Tracks allow for 7” of travel, are only 7/8” tall and have 5/16” studs installed on 11” centers.  Holes in top for 
seat mounting are on 11-1/2” centers.  Bucket seat set comes with 
one locking and one regular track.  Bench seat set comes with two 
locking tracks (only one with handle) and a cable is supplied to tie 
the two together.
Bucket Seat Set (One Seat) ........................SRS ST1L ........... $24.95
Bench Seat Set ...........................................SRS ST2L ........... $34.95

Clip-On Seat Belt Retractors

Laser cut 10ga. steel risers are precision folded and yellow zinc 
finished.  Risers feature a set of horizontal and vertical slots where 
they bolt together to allow not only seat height and angle adjustment 
but forward or backward placement too.   Mounting slots allow for 
7-1/8” to 13-7/8” center to center placement X 3/8” diameter.  Overall 
bracket length is 15”.  Grade 8 zinc finished hardware to bolt all 
pieces together included.
Small Set ............................... 2-5/16” to 2-5/8” Height Adjustment ............................... SRS SR2 ............ $54.95
Large Set ............................... 4-1/4” to 6-9/16” Height Adjustment ............................... SRS SR4 ............ $54.95

Seat Belt Anchor Plate & Hardware Kits
For Seat Belts Listed On Previous Page - Retractable & Non-Retractable

Rounded form design gathers and reinforces the sheet metal 
floor instead of tearing through it.  With angle brackets for 
retractable belt installation or without angle brackets for non-retractable belts.  
High strength hardware and washers included.  Sold in pair sets.
Without Angle Brackets ........................................JUO 10600 .......... $14.95
With Angle Brackets (Shown) ..............................JUO 10700 .......... $24.95

Spring loaded retractors instantly coil up the belt keeping it from 
falling out of the car when you open the door to get out.  These 
work great for back seats too.  Sold in pair sets.
Seat Belt Retractors (Pair) ................JUO 10400 .......... $19.95

Blue ..................... JUO 10806 ...........$14.95
Maroon ................ JUO 10811 ...........$14.95
Taupe ................... JUO 10818 ...........$14.95
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Bright Blue Illuminator LED
A little LED that’s bright enough to use for illumination.  Pale blue color 

provides a nice hue at night.  Use for lighting up your glove box, ash tray or to add accent 
lighting. Very small size snap into a .156” hole or just RTV in place.  NOTE: This LED is too 
bright for use as an indicator light!

Bright Illuminator L.E.D. Light (Ea.) .................................................................... STW L18BRB-5/32 .... $13.95

Oval Interior Lights
Lights bodies are machined from billet aluminum and feature LED lighting to provide you with a 
soft white light instead of the dingy yellow light compared to others. Your choice between Radius 

Edge design and Angled Edge version 
with a 30 degree angle cut bezel.  
Measures 5-1/4” long X 2-1/8” wide 
X 3/4” deep (behind panel)

Angled Edge ...........................................TRI OIL30P ......... $59.95
Radius Edge ..............................................TRI OILP ........... $59.95

Round Dome Lights
Light With Switch Will Not Work With Door Jam Switches

Chrome bezel and frosted white glass lens 4-7/8” O.D. X 
3/4” (above headliner).  Light without switch can be wired 

to headlight switch and jam switches (with relay) so it comes on through 
the ground circuit.  Dome light with switch controls the power wire so 
it can only be turned on and off by the switch.
Without Switch ............................................ VIN A-13771 ........ $45.95
With Switch ..............................................VIN A-13771-WS ..... $52.95

Elliptical Dome Light
Paul Atkins Signature Series

Courtesy Light Kit

This elliptical dome light features a chrome plated die cast bezel and a 
frosted plastic lens.  Measures 4-1/2” long by 2” wide and is 3/4” deep.

Elliptical Dome Light .................................................. CMW DM-402 ....... $57.95

Kit connects two under dash courtesy light sockets to your headlight switch and 
door jam switches.  Includes sockets with mounting bracket and terminals for 
bullet, blade or screw type door jam switches.  Complete instructions included but 
not bulbs not included.
Courtesy Light Kit ....................................................... AAW 500081 ........ $25.95

Angled Edge / Radius Edge

Interior Lights
Aluminum interior lights can be used in the doors panels, kick panels or 
wherever you want a classy interior light.  All expertly polished.
 2 White Lenses White & Red Lens
Oval ................BLT 60320 ............$38.95 ...... BLT 60420 ...........$38.95
Rectangular .....BLT 60120 ............$38.95 ...... BLT 60220 ...........$38.95
Oval = 4” X 1-3/4” X 1-1/2” Deep  /  Rect. = 3-5/8” X 1-1/2” X 1-1/4” Deep
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